DiCE Testing using the Diagnostic Application

Initial testing of the DICE tool should always be performed through the VIDA application as explained in the DiCE Installation Instructions.

When VIDA is installed, an application that supports DiCE tool diagnostics is installed automatically. Through this application, additional DiCE diagnostic tests can be performed.

Secondly, the warranty in service date can also be seen. Warranty for the DiCE unit is 2 years from the date it was first installed.

- Power the DiCE tool same as is illustrated above.
- Plug in the DiCE tool to your client via USB or Bluetooth.
- Click on the computer's Start Menu / All Programs / DiCE / DiCE Diagnostics.
- Select the appropriate DiCE serial number from the drop down menu.
- Click the "Connect" radio button.
- Click radio buttons to the right to perform the desired tests.
- Note - During the Interface Test a secondary pop up window may appear.